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ABSTRACT
Residential homes constitute roughly one-fourth of the total energy
usage worldwide. Providing appliance-level energy breakdown has
been shown to induce positive behavioral changes that can reduce
energy consumption by 15%. Existing approaches for energy break-
down either require hardware installation in every target home
or demand a large set of energy sensor data available for model
training. However, very few homes in the world have installed sub-
meters (sensors measuring individual appliance energy); and the
cost of retrofitting a home with extensive sub-metering eats into the
funds available for energy saving retrofits. As a result, strategically
deploying sensing hardware to maximize the reconstruction accu-
racy of sub-metered readings in non-instrumented homes while
minimizing deployment costs becomes necessary and promising.
In this work, we develop an active learning solution based on
low-rank tensor completion for energy breakdown. We propose to
actively deploy energy sensors to appliances from selected homes,
with a goal to improve the prediction accuracy of the completed
tensor with minimum sensor deployment cost. We empirically eval-
uate our approach on the largest public energy dataset collected
in Austin, Texas, USA, from 2013 to 2017. The results show that
our approach gives better performance with fixed number of sen-
sors installed, when compared to the state-of-the-art, which is also
proven by our theoretical analysis.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Active learning settings; •
Human-centered computing→ Ubiquitous computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Residential homes are one of the largest energy consumers world-
wide, constituting roughly one-fourth of the total energy usage
[32]. Part of this energy could be saved by providing an energy
breakdown, i.e., per-appliance energy consumption summary. Stud-
ies have shown that energy breakdown enables informed decision
making by different actors in the home’s energy ecosystem [2]. For
example, studies [2, 23] report energy feedback causes behavioral
changes that can reduce energy consumption by 15%. It also helps
power utility companies and policymakers to improve load fore-
casting [2], detect broken or mis-configured equipment [21], and
target the most inefficient homes for energy efficiency programs.
Various energy breakdown techniques have been proposed in
the past, such as direct sensing systems [15, 20] and non-intrusive
load monitoring (NILM) [17, 18, 25, 26]. Different from those models
which require hardware to be installed in every home, recently, col-
laborative sensing [6–8] has attracted increasing attention due to its
low cost and high scalability. Collaborative sensing, which aims at
reconstructing the appliance-level energy data of non-instrumented
homes based on data collected from other homes, only requires the
easily available information of non-instrumented homes, such as
the monthly energy bills, square footage, and number of occupants.
The basic premise is that, while every home is unique, the common
design and construction patterns among homes create a shared
and repeating structure, which gives rise to a sparse set of factors
contributing to energy variation across homes. A typical approach
is to factorize energy readings into a low-dimensional space, and
predict energy consumption in a non-instrumented home with this
low-dimensional model based on the high-fidelity data collected
in other homes. It is worth mentioning that collaborative sens-
ing algorithms only perform at a low temporal resolution, such as
monthly data, unlike NILM-type solutions that can produce a high
frequency appliance energy time-series. However, previous studies
have shown sustained savings even at a monthly resolution [16, 24],
which support the value of low frequency energy breakdown.
While collaborative sensing alleviates the scalability issue of
NILM-type methods by removing the requirement of per-home
instrumentation, these solutions have assumed the existence of
relevant training data, i.e., appliance-level energy readings, from
some fully instrumented homes. But, in reality, very few homes in
the world have been instrumented with sub-meters (appliance level
energy meters). As a result, sensor deployment is still inevitable to
apply such methods. In this work, to further improve the scalabil-
ity of collaborative sensing, we seek to answer the question: can
we minimize the deployment cost by selectively deploying sensing
hardware to a subset of homes and appliances while maximizing the
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Figure 1: Active sensor deployment for energy breakdown.
(1) We treat aggregate readings of each home as a special ap-
pliance, and they are always available; (2) At the end of Jan-
uary, if <home x1, appliance y1> is selected, appliance read-
ings ex1,y1,t become available for t ≥ 2.
reconstruction accuracy of sub-metered readings in non-instrumented
homes? We name this new research problem as active sensor de-
ployment for energy breakdown.
Active sensor deployment for energy breakdown differs from
classical active learning problems [14, 34, 39] in three major aspects.
First, energy readings are time-series data. New readings are con-
stantly generated, and they are influenced by various external and
internal factors, such as season [7] and occupant activities. The typ-
ically imposed assumption in active learning literature that obser-
vations are independent and identically distributed no longer holds
in this situation. Second, once a sensor has been installed in a home,
the monitored appliance readings from that home will become
available thereafter. This directly introduces the explore/exploit
dilemma in active sensor deployment, because one has to balance
the choice of instrumentation that focuses on the current bottle-
neck of reconstruction accuracy, and that improves model accuracy
for future predictions. For example, in spring, furnace might con-
sume most energy per-household for heating, and therefore more
instrumentation on furnace is required to obtain a more accurate
model. But in summer, air conditioning system will become the
main source of energy consumption. If one has not instrumented
any air conditioning system before, the reconstruction accuracy on
it will be poor. It is necessary to plan the instrumentation ahead of
time, so as to obtain a high accuracy model before the consumption
peaks. Third, an instrumentation choice concerns two different
types of entities, i.e., homes and appliances, which are not indepen-
dent. This adds another dimension into the explore/exploit dilemma
for sequential decision making: which <home, appliance> pair to
instrument next for maximizing future reconstruction accuracy.
In this work, we follow factorization based collaborative sens-
ing [7, 8], and propose to perform active sensor deployment via
active tensor completion. First of all, we view energy readings as
a three-way tensor as illustrated in Figure 1: with homes, appli-
ances and time as three separate dimensions. In this tensor, a cell is
filled with an observation if the corresponding appliance has been
monitored in this home before; and predictions are made in cells
with missing values. Although the size of this tensor is large and
increasing, due to the continuously observed energy readings, we
believe the tensor is low rank. Learning a low rank representation
for homes and appliances enables us to predict energy use in those
non-instrumented homes. Evidence of this modeling assumption
has been gathered in various existing studies [7, 9]. As a result, the
active sensor deployment problem can be naturally formalized as
an active tensor completion problem: deciding which cells in the
tensor to query so that the reconstruction accuracy can be maxi-
mized. Specifically, at the end of each month, we query the home
and appliance pairs that have the highest uncertainty in the current
tensor reconstruction, which we prove to reduce reconstruction
uncertainty mostly rapidly. And to project a model’s prediction
uncertainty of future readings in a longer term, we incorporate
external seasonal information into model estimation. This helps the
model react to future season changes earlier. We name our solution
as Active Collaborative Sensing, or ActSense in short.
We rigorously prove that with high probability the developed
algorithm achieves a considerable reduction in accumulated esti-
mation error. In other words, it requires less sensor deployment
to obtain the same level of reconstruction accuracy compared to
any other sensor installation. We evaluate ActSense on a publicly
available dataset called Dataport [30], which is the largest public
energy dataset collected in U.S. With a fixed budget of sensors, our
model achieves better energy breakdown performance compared to
three baseline approaches. Besides, extensive analysis of the exper-
iments shows that integrating the temporal seasonal information
can help to foresee the energy usage trends and prepare the sensor
installation in advance.
2 RELATEDWORK
Since George Hart’s seminal work on non-intrusive load monitor-
ing (NILM) in the early 1990s [18], the research community has
proposed several solutions to scale up energy breakdown. The basic
idea of NILM algorithms is to perform source separation on the
power signal measured at a single point (home mains) [2, 43]. Ma-
jority of these algorithms worked on time-series data obtained from
a smart meter, collected at rates from 10s of kHz to a reading once
every hour [25, 26, 31, 35]. But NILM type algorithms still require
instrumentation across each home. Recently, there is a line of re-
search collectively referred to as collaborative sensing that focuses
on energy breakdown without any hardware installation in a test
home [6, 7, 9]. Their key idea is that “similar homes would have
a similar per-appliance energy consumption”. These approaches
estimate the energy breakdown of a home by finding a similar
home (based on monthly energy use) that already has an energy
breakdown available. These approaches were shown to be scalable
and accurate compared to the state-of-the-art NILM approaches.
However, such algorithms require available energy breakdown data
for model learning; they cannot apply when this data is missing.
The active sensor deployment problem has been studied in robot-
ics for several decades. But the main focus there is on active sensing
in a fixed region by utilizing the spatial information. For example,
in [13], the vision sensor was purposefully configured and placed
at several positions to observe a target. Ksenia et al. [36] addressed
the object search problem in surveillance by optimizing the prob-
ability of finding the target given a fixed cost limit. In [5, 12, 33],
the authors proposed the approaches with next best view planning
methods to improve object modeling and recognition, while several
studies have been explored on active sensing based on information
entropy and some rule-based methods [27, 29]. But in active energy
breakdown problem that we study in this paper, the energy data is
a time series generated continuously from different homes and ap-
pliances. Temporal pattern in energy consumption across different
homes and appliances is the key for optimizing sensor deployment.
To the best of our knowledge, no existing work addresses the active
sensing problem in energy breakdown.
On a related direction of research, active matrix completion has
gained increasing attention in the past decade, due to the wide adop-
tion of matrix completion based collaborative filtering algorithms.
The essence of active matrix completion is to assess statistical uncer-
tainty of each unobserved cell in the matrix, and propose to query
the most informative ones to improve the factorization model’s pre-
diction accuracy. Variational Bayesian Inference (VBI) [10] is one of
the most popularly used methods for uncertainty assessment. There
exist several solutions leveraging VBI to estimate model uncertainty
and using mutual information [37], prediction variance [38] and in-
formation gain [19] to query the observations actively. Shayok et al.
utilized graphical lasso for model estimation and queried instances
with the highest uncertainty[11]. Some recent developments solve
online matrix completion with multi-armed bandit algorithms, a
reference solution for explore-exploit trade-off [3, 4, 28]. Model
uncertainty is assessed by posterior sampling [22] or estimation of
prediction’s confidence interval [41]. However, in the problem of
energy breakdown, it is insufficient to view the energy data as a
matrix, as the data is continuously generated over time. Observa-
tions collected from different time periods now become depend on
each other. An optimal query strategy should take this temporal
dependency into consideration to balance the uncertainty from
different homes and appliances over time. This, to the best of our
knowledge, has not been carefully studied to date.
3 METHODOLOGY
There are two essential research questions in active sensor deploy-
ment for energy breakdown: (1) how to accurately perform energy
breakdown on a given set of homes with sub-metering data; and (2)
how to select <home, appliance> pairs for additional instrumenta-
tion to improve future energy breakdown accuracy. In this section,
we first provide a detailed problem definition, then elaborate the
design of our proposed Active Collaborative Sensing solution, and
provide theoretical analysis of its convergency in the end.
3.1 Problem Statement
In active sensor deployment, we aim to maximize the energy break-
down accuracy while minimizing the sensor deployment cost. We
formally define our energy reading data as a three-way tensor,
EM×N×T, where the elements contain energy readings from M
homes and N appliances for up to T months. Detailed reading is
available in a cell when the corresponding appliance is monitored
in that home beforehand; otherwise the reading is unknown. There
are some special structural properties of this tensor, which make
the active sensor deployment problem especially challenging.
• Time-series data. In energy breakdown scenario, energy data
is continuously generated and collected after every sampling cycle,
e.g., monthly in Figure 1. At the end of each month, new <home,
appliance> pairs can be selected according to predefined selection
strategy and sensor deployment budget.
• Sensor installation. In sensor deployment, once a sensor is
installed, the appliance readings will always be available in the
future. For example, if we installK sensors in January andK sensors
in February, we will have K extra readings at the end of January
and 2 × K extra readings at the end of February.
• Aggregate readings.We view the household aggregate energy
as a “special” appliance in the energy tensor, which is always avail-
able in the form of monthly energy bill.
The active sensor deployment for energy breakdown can be for-
malized as an active tensor completion problem. More specifically,
the learning procedure is: at month t ∈ [1,T − 1], based on the
observed energy tensor EΩ ∈ RM×N×t where Ω represents the set
of indices of observed elements, and subject to budget constraint,
we want to install sensors to a set of <home, appliance> pairs which
will bring the largest reconstruction error reduction of the energy
tensor in the future months.
3.2 Energy Tensor Completion
The basic factorizationmodel we adopt here is the Canonical Polyadic
(CP) decomposition, which is also known as rank decomposition.
Our core intuition is that the common design and construction
patterns in residential homes create a shared and repeating struc-
ture. And the heterogeneity across homes can be captured by a
low dimension representation of individual homes [7]. Examples
of such low-dimensional representations could be home insulation
or the number of occupants. Similarly, the energy consumption
dependence of different appliances with respect to home design
and weather pattern can also be encoded using a low-dimensional
representations.
Therefore, we can decompose the energy tensor EM×N×T into
three factors: home factor H ∈ RM×r+ , appliance factor A ∈ RN×r+
and season factor S ∈ RT×r+ , where H, A and S are independent
non-negative matrices and r is the rank of the energy tensor. With
such a decomposition design, the ith row of H, denoted as hi , is
the latent factor of the ith home; the jth row of A, denoted as aj , is
the latent factor for jth appliance; and the kth row of S, denoted
as sk , is the latent factor for kth month. To reflect the fact that
energy readings should be finite in all homes and appliances, we
further assume that the L2 norm of these latent matrices are upper
bounded: ∀i, | |hi | |2 ≤ P ; ∀j, | |aj | |2 ≤ Q ; and ∀k, | |sk | |2 ≤ R. The
energy consumption of appliance j in home i at month k can be
estimated by E[ei jk ] =< hi , aj , sk >, where ⟨·, · ,·⟩ represents the
triple product. In each month t , in order to estimate the latent
factors, regularized quadratic loss over the observations in the
energy tensor EM×N×t is employed. The objective function for latent
factor estimation at month t is,
F =
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
(< hti , atj , stk > −ei jk )2 (1)
+ λ1
M∑
i=1
| |hti | |2 + λ2
N∑
j=1
| |atj | |2 + λ3
t∑
k=1
| |stk | |2
where Ωt represents the set of indices of observed energy readings
till month t , and λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the coefficients for L2 regulariza-
tion. The notion of (hti , atj , stk ) denotes the latest estimate of latent
factors at month t . The inclusion of L2 regularization terms is criti-
cal to our solution in two folds. First, it makes the sub-problems in
coordinate decent based optimization well-posed, so that we have
closed form solutions for the latent factors at each round. Second,
it helps to remove the scaling indeterminacy among the estimates
of those latent factors.
We estimate the latent factors with alternative least square (ALS).
Specifically, the closed-form estimation of (hi , aj , sk ) with respect
to Eq (1) at month t can be achieved by hˆti = (Ati )−1bti , aˆtj =
(Ctj )−1dtj and sˆtk = (Etk )−1ftk , in which,
Ati =λ1I1 +
∑
(i, j,k)∈Ωt
(atj ◦ stk )(atj ◦ stk )⊤, bti =
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
ei jk (atj ◦ stk ) (2)
Ctj =λ2I2 +
∑
(i, j,k)∈Ωt
(hti ◦ stk )(hti ◦ stk )⊤, dtj =
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
ei jk (hti ◦ stk ) (3)
Etk =λ3I3 +
∑
(i, j,k)∈Ωt
(hti ◦ atj )(hti ◦ atj )⊤, ftk =
∑
(i, j,k)∈Ωt
ei jk (hti ◦ atj ) (4)
where I1, I2 and I3 are identity matrices with dimensions of r ×
r . The operation (◦) represents the element-wise product of two
vectors, and it is easy to verify that < hi , aj , sk >= (hi ◦ aj )T sk =
(hi ◦ sk )T aj = (aj ◦ sk )T hi . Proper projection is needed to ensure
the estimated factors are non-negative and their norms are in the
required range. The estimated factors predict the unseen values in
the energy tensor at month t by eˆi jk =< hˆti , aˆ
t
j , sˆ
t
k >.
3.3 Uncertainty Quantification
With the learnt latent factors, household energy breakdown can be
readily provided by the aforementioned factorization-based solu-
tion. However, without sufficient appliance-level energy readings,
the estimated latent factors are subject to various sources of un-
certainty, e.g., variance in energy use or errors in sensor readings,
which directly lead to volatility in appliance-level energy prediction.
Thus, to improve the estimation quality of future energy consump-
tion and obtain strong performance guarantee, strategically query-
ing observations from the non-instrumented home and appliance
pairs is of paramount importance. In ActSense, we propose to select
the unobserved pairs with the highest estimation uncertainty so as
to bring the largest reconstruction error reduction.
The first step in active selection is to quantify the estimation
uncertainty in the energy tensor completion. The main reason for
the estimation uncertainty is the existence of potential noise in the
observed energy readings, e.g., imperfect sensor hardware, unex-
pected energy use (such as energy consumed in wire transition),
and etc. Passing through the factorization procedure, such noise
leads to uncertainty in latent factor estimation, e.g., | |hˆti − h∗i | | , 0,
where h∗i is the ground-truth latent home factor, and hˆ
t
i is the home
factor estimated with the observed noisy energy readings eobs at
month t . The discrepancy between the estimated and ground-truth
latent factors directly contributes to the uncertainty in appliance-
level energy consumption estimation. To model uncertainty, we
assume the noise follows a zero-mean Gaussian distribution: eobsi jk =
e∗i jk + ηi jk =< h
∗
i , a
∗
j , s
∗
k > +ηi jk , where ηi jk ∼ N(0, σ 2i jk ) is the
noise term, eobsi jk is the observed energy reading, e
∗
i jk is the noise-
free energy consumption, and h∗i , a
∗
j , and s
∗
k are the ground-truth
latent factors. Under the context of tensor completion for energy
breakdown, at month t , the uncertainty of appliance-level energy
estimation comes from the estimation error of latent home factors,
i.e., | |hˆti − h∗i | |, appliance factors, i.e., | |aˆtj − a∗j | |, and season factors,
i.e., | |sˆtk − s∗k | |, caused by the noise. With the closed-form solution
in our coordinate descent estimation, at each time t , the confidence
interval of estimated hˆti , aˆ
t
j , and sˆ
t
k can be analytically computed
by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. With proper initialization of the coordinate descent
estimation, the Hessian matrix is positive definite at the optimizer h∗i ,
a∗j , and s
∗
k . Thus, for any ϵ1 > 0. ϵ2 > 0, ϵ3 > 0, and δ ∈ (0, 1), with
probability at least 1−δ , the estimated error of latent factors satisfies,
| |hˆti − h∗i | |Ati ≤
√
r ln λ1r + |Ωt |Q
2R2
λ1 · r · δ +
√
λ1P +
2PQ2R2√
λ1
(G2 +G3)
| |aˆtj − a∗j | |Ctj ≤
√
r ln λ2r + |Ωt |P
2R2
λ2 · r · δ +
√
λ2Q +
2P2QR2√
λ1
(G1 +G3)
| |sˆtk − s∗k | |Etk ≤
√
r ln λ3r + |Ωt |P
2Q2
λ3 · r · δ +
√
λ3R +
2P2Q2R√
λ3
(G1 +G2)
where,
G1 =
f1(1 − f |Ωt |1 )
1 − f1 ,G2 =
f2(1 − f |Ωt |2 )
1 − f2 ,G3 =
f3(1 − f |Ωt |3 )
1 − f3
f1 = q1 + ϵ1 , f 2 = q2 + ϵ2 , f 3 = q3 + ϵ3
and q1 ∈ (0, 1), q2 ∈ (0, 1), q3 ∈ (0, 1), |Ω | is the cardinality of set Ω.
The detailed proof of Lemma 3.1 can be found in the provided
supplementary material. With Lemma 3.1, we obtain a tight con-
struction for the estimation uncertainty of the latent factors, which
can be easily transformed to the uncertainty of energy tensor es-
timation eˆi jk . As described in Section 3.1, in active energy tensor
completion, the <home, appliance> pairs are selected at the end of
each month. Under such a setting, we do not have a choice of when
to install the sensors. Therefore, we define α tx and α ty as the upper
bound of | |hˆti − h∗i | |Ati and | |aˆ
t
j − a∗j | |Ctj , and propose the following
<home, appliance> pair selection strategy at month t :
(x ,y) = argmax
x ∈[1,M ],y∈[1,N ]
(
α tx
√
(aty ◦ sˆtt )⊤Atx−1(aty ◦ sˆtt ) (5)
+α ty
√
(htx ◦ sˆtt )⊤Cty−1(htx ◦ sˆtt )
)
The detailed derivation of this uncertainty estimation is provided
in the supplementary material. In Eq (5), the two terms on the right-
hand side are related to the estimation uncertainty of latent factor
hˆi and aˆj at current month t . We choose to select the pairs with
the highest estimation uncertainty of the associated latent factors,
which leads to the best reduction in the model’s overall prediction
uncertainty. We prove this conclusion in Section 3.5.
3.4 Active Collaborative Sensing
The aforementioned uncertainty estimation is constructed by the
estimated season factor stt of month t ; hence, it only measures
the model’s prediction uncertainty at that particular month. But
it does not consider the specific challenges we face in the context
of energy breakdown (as discussed in Section 3.1). Basically, there
exists a time lag in sensor deployment: all the decisions we make
are based on the current knowledge of energy consumption, but
the target of instrumentation is to get a better energy breakdown
accuracy for future predictions. We can only verify our decisions
at least one month later. The active selection will be more effective
if we could foresee the changes in future and prepare the sensor
installation accordingly. However, with limited observations, it is
hard to extrapolate the usage pattern of different appliances across
homes nor to make a reasonable prediction of future use, not to
mention the uncertainty estimation of this future prediction.
Motivated by the analysis in previous literature [7], within one
geo-region, the season factors learned from energy data are highly
correlated with the region’s seasonal pattern. Previous work also
showed that the season patterns are similar and repeating across
years. Hence, with the aggregate readings collected from themonthly
bills of the past year, we can obtain a rough estimation of the sea-
son factors of the current year. We then inject historically learned
season factors into our latent factor estimation by changing Eq (1)
to,
F =
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
(< hti , atj , stk > −ei jk )2 + λ1
M∑
i=1
| |hti | |2 (6)
+ λ2
N∑
j=1
| |atj | |2 + λ3
t∑
k=1
| |stk − s
prev
k | |2
where sprev is the season factor learned from past years. As sprev
can be estimated from aggregate readings alone, we even do not
require any instrumented homes from past years for this estimation.
This new regularization term assumes that the season across years
is similar, and it changes smoothly between two adjacent years. As a
result, when the observations from future months are not yet avail-
able, we can directly use the previously estimated season factors as
an estimate for those future months. With these estimated season
factors, we can extend Eq (5) to quantify the model’s prediction
uncertainty for future months.
On the other hand, because at the end of each month we update
the latent factor estimations based on the latest available energy
readings, we would have an updated uncertainty estimation on the
<home, appliance> pairs in the past months as well (by using the
updated season factors for those months in Eq (5)), if we have not
instrumented them yet. It provides us information about where our
model is still uncertain in historical observations. It is therefore
necessary to combine the uncertainty estimations about past, cur-
rent, and future energy use to guide active sensor deployment. We
use a time decay kernel to integrate those uncertainty estimations,
and describe the procedure in Algorithm 1.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the final uncertainty of a <home,
appliance> pair is a linear combination of uncertainties across a
fixed period of time, i.e., 12 months. The Weight(t , t ′) function
controls how much a particular month’s uncertainty estimation
Algorithm 1: Uncertainty(x, y, t)
Input :htx , aty , st1:t , A
t
x , Cty , Sprev , αx , αy
Output :U (x ,y, t)
1 U (x ,y, t) = 0
2 for t ′ = 1 to T do
3 if t ′ ≤ t then s˜ ← stt ′ else s˜ ← s
prev
t ′
4 U (x ,y, t) ←
U (x ,y, t)+Weight(t ′, t) ·
(
α tx
√
(aty ◦ s˜)⊤(Atx )−1(aty ◦ s˜)+
α ty
√
(htx ◦ s˜)⊤(Cty )−1(htx ◦ s˜)
)
5 end
contributes to the final decision.We use a triangle kernel to calculate
the weight:
k(t ′, t) =
{
1 − |t ′−t |σ i f |t ′ − t | ≤ σ
0 otherwise
(7)
where t is the index of current month, and t ′ is the index of a
candidate month, and σ is the parameter to control time decay.
We always give the current month itself the highest weight. The
intuition behind Eq (7) is that as the season is expected to smoothly
change between adjacent months, the estimation uncertainty from
nearby months should be more important for the decision of sensor
deployment. For example, in May, the uncertainty estimated from
February should be less important than that from June.
Combining the integrated uncertainty estimation and the esti-
mation of latent factors discussed in Section 3.2, we can effectively
perform active tensor completion, and therefore address the prob-
lem of active sensor deployment for energy breakdown. We name
the resulting algorithm Active Collaborative Sensing, or ActSense
in short, and illustrate the detailed procedure of it in Algorithm 2.
Here, we assume uniform cost for instrumenting different appli-
ances. Thus, considering a practical setting in active sensor deploy-
ment, at the end of each month, L <home, appliance> pairs with
the highest uncertainties will be selected for sensor installation,
where L can be determined by the total cost of instrumentation and
budget. And we leave the work of measuring the various cost of
sensor installation across different appliances as our future work.
3.5 Convergence Analysis
In this section, we theoretically analyze the sample selection strat-
egy in our proposed Active Collaborative Sensing algorithm.
Based on Lemma 3.1 and the q-linear convergence property of
alternative least square [40], at month t , for any home i , appliance
j, and any month k before t , i.e., k ≤ t , the difference between our
estimation and ground-truth energy reading is bounded by,
|eˆi jk − e∗i jk | ≤α ti | |aˆtj ◦ sˆtk | |(Ati )−1 + α
t
j | |hˆti ◦ sˆtk | |(Ctj )−1 (8)
+ 4PQR(q2 + ϵ2)t+1 + 2PQR(q3 + ϵ3)t+1
in which α ti and α
t
j are the upper bound of | |hˆti − h∗i | |Ati and | |aˆ
t
j −
a∗j | |Ctj , and they can be explicitly calculated based on Lemma 3.1.
The detailed derivation is provided in our supplementary material.
According to Lemma 3.1, the last two terms on the right-hand
Algorithm 2: Active Collaborative Sensing
Input :λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ (0,∞),L
1 foreach i = 1 to M do A0i ← λ1I, b0i ← 0, h0i ← 0 ;
2 foreach j = 1 to N do C0j ← λ2I, d0j ← 0, a0j ← 0 ;
3 foreach t = 1 to T do E0t ← λ2I, f0t ← 0, s0t ← 0;
4 Initialize the observation set Θ0 ← ∅ ;
5 for t = 1 to T do
6 Update Θt with monthly bills and sub-meter readings. ;
7 for ei jk from home i , appliance j at time k where ei jk ∈ Θt
do
8 Update Ati , b
t
i by Eq (2), h
t
i ← (Ati )−1bti ;
9 Update Ctj , d
t
j by Eq (3), a
t
j ← (Ctj )−1dtj ;
10 Update Etk , f
t
k by Eq (4), s
t
k ← (Etk )−1ftk ;
11 end
12 Install sub-meters to L <home, appliance> pairs with
highest Uncertainty(x, y, t);
13 end
side of the inequality are upper bounded, and their upper bound
is independent from the procedure of sample selection. And the
first two terms are calculated based on the currently estimated
parameters in ActSense.
Based on Eq (8), we compare the contribution of the selection
made by ActSense in reducing its uncertainty of energy breakdown
with that from any other possible selections. Denote <xa ,ya> as
the indices of <home, appliance> pair selected by ActSense at the
end of month t , and <xo ,yo> as the indices of any other pairs. At
month t + 1, because of different new observations introduced by
these two selections, e.g., energy consumed by <xa ,ya> and <xo ,
yo>, we have two different energy breakdown estimations. Here,
we use (eˆAxa,ya,t+1, eˆ
A
xo,yo,t+1) to represent the energy prediction
after observing exa,ya,t+1, and (eˆOxa,ya,t+1, eˆ
O
xo,yo,t+1) to represent
the prediction if the observation is exo,yo,t+1. Thus, for month t +1,
we use EA(t + 1) to represent the prediction error based on the
selection made by ActSense, and EO (t + 1) for the prediction error
resulted from any other selections,
EA(t + 1) = |eˆAxa,ya,t+1 − e∗xa,ya,t+1 | + |eˆAxo,yo,t+1 − e∗xo,yo,t+1 |
EO (t + 1) = |eˆOxa,ya,t+1 − e∗xa,ya,t+1 | + |eˆOxo,yo,t+1 − e∗xo,yo,t+1 |
Here, we only consider the estimation error contributed by these
two pairs, because the errors from other estimations are bounded
by the same result as shown in Eq (8).
With ActSense, at month t , <xa ,ya> is selected as it has the high-
est uncertainty among all the <home, appliance> pairs. With such
a condition, and the q-linear convergence property of alternative
least square, it can be proved that, at month t +1, for δ ∈ (0, 1), with
probability at least 1 − δ , the upper bound of the estimation error
generated with ActSense, i.e.,UB(EA(t + 1)), and the one generated
with any other selections, i.e.,UB(EO (t + 1)), satisfy:
UB(EA(t + 1)) ≤ UB(EO (t + 1)) (9)
Proof Sketch. In the proof, we first need to derive the upper
bound of the estimation errors and then obtain the relationship
between them. The key idea for deriving the upper bound is to
obtain the estimation error at month t + 1 based on the learned
parameters and the selection made at month t . Take the first term of
EA(t+1) as an example, |eAxa,ya,t+1−e∗xa,ya,t+1 | can be bounded by
α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦sˆt+1t+1 | |(At+1xa )−1+α
t+1
ya | |hˆt+1xa ◦sˆt+1t+1 | |(Ct+1yo )−1+C1, whereC1
is a constant and independent from any selections. First, we assume
that the season factors change smoothly between adjacent months,
e.g., | |sˆtk − sˆtk+1 | |2 ≤ ||u | |2 = γ . With such an assumption and the
q-linear convergence property, we relax the upper bound with the
latent factors learned at month t , e.g., α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(At+1xa )−1 ≤
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1+C2, whereC2 is also a constant. Since A
t
xa is
a positive definite matrix, according to Sherman-Morrison equation,
the first part of this new upper bound can be rewritten as:
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(At+1xa )−1 =
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(Atxa )−1
1 + | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(Atxa )−1
,
where we use Atxa to replace A
t+1
xa . The same technique can be
applied to the other parts, and thus, it is easy to derive the upper
bound of the estimation error:
EA(t + 1) ≤ α1M√
1 +M2
+
α2N√
1 + N 2
+ α1G + α2H +C
EO (t + 1) ≤ α1G√
1 +G2
+
α2H√
1 + H2
+ α1M + α2N +C
whereM = | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |(Atxa )−1 , N = | |hˆ
t
xa ◦ sˆtt | |(Ctya )−1
G = | |aˆtxo ◦ sˆtt | |(Atxo )−1 , H = | |hˆ
t
yo ◦ sˆtt | |(Ctyo )−1
Therefore, according to the selection strategy defined in ActSense:
α1M + α2N ≥ α1G + α2H , withM ≥ G and N ≥ H ,
we can prove that with high probability, the upper bound of esti-
mation error of ActSense is smaller than the one generated by any
other selections. □
As EO (t + 1) represents the predicted error generated by any
other selections, this conclusion means our method can achieve the
best prediction error reduction among all possible selections, or at
least no worse than any one of them.
4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We use the Dataport dataset [30] for evaluation. It is the largest pub-
lic residential home energy dataset, which contains the appliance-
level and household aggregate energy consumption sampled every
minute from 2012 to 2018. While Dataport contains energy data
from various cities in the U.S., we only focus on the data collected
from Austin as it contains the largest set of homes (i.e., 534 homes)
from a single region. We filter out the appliances with poor data
quality (large proportion of missing values). We get 4 different
datasets for each year between 2014 to 2017 containing 53, 93, 73,
and 44 homes respectively and six appliances: air-conditioning
(HVAC), fridge, washing machine, furnace, microwave and dish-
washer. On this selected data set, we reconstruct the aggregate
reading by the sum of the selected appliances [17, 25].
An important reason for choosing these appliances is that they
represent a wide variety of household energy consumption patterns.
For example, season dependent (HVAC) v.s., season independent
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Figure 2: Energy breakdown for Austin in 2015 and 2016.
(dishwasher), background (fridge) v.s., interactive (microwave), etc.
Figure 2 shows the appliance level energy consumption pattern in
each month in Austin across two adjacent years. The usage patterns
across months are quite similar. For example, higher consumption
during summer (dominated by HVAC) and lower in winter. The
energy consumption for the remaining two years while not shown is
fairly similar to these results as well. This observation supports our
previous assumption that the season pattern is similar across years
within one geo-region, and thus, we could re-use the season patterns
learned from historical information to guide future projection.
Reproducibility Our entire codebase, baselines, analysis and ex-
periments can be found on Github 1.
4.1 Baseline Algorithms
In our evaluation, we use the following baselines.
• Random: performs CP decomposition with ALS and selects L
<home, appliance> pairs uniformly random from the candidate pool.
Random sampling has often been used as a baseline in prior active
learning literature and also represents a feasible mechanism via
which utility companies actually deploy sensors in practice.
• QBC: performs CP decomposition with ALS and select pairs with
Query-by-Committee (QBC) strategy. The QBC framework quanti-
fies the prediction uncertainty based on the level of disagreement
among a set of trained models. Similar to previous work [11], we
perform tensor factorization using ALS with different settings of
the rank parameter to form the committee. The estimation uncer-
tainty on each <home, appliance> pair is computed by the variance
across the estimates of the committee members.
•VBV: performs CP decomposition with variational Bayesian infer-
ence and selects pairs according to the variance of each estimation.
Variational Bayesian (VB) [10] is one of the most popularly used
methods for uncertainty assessment. Prior work [38] proposed VB
for active completion in a matrix setting. In this paper, we extend
their setting to tensor completion according to the work by Zhao
et. al [42]. At the end of each month, VB estimates the posterior
distributions of latent factors and selects the <home, appliance>
pairs with the highest posterior variance in the energy estimation.
We should note that while we discussed a few other active matrix
completion methods in Section 2, we did not use them as baselines
due to their poor scalability in the energy breakdown scenario. For
example, the graphical lasso algorithm [11] for matrix completion
needed at least 50% of the total observations to estimate the model,
1https://github.com/yilingjia/ActSense
and assumed the dependency between the missing values and ob-
servations follows a Gaussian distribution. A prior VB based matrix
completion work [37] proposed to use the mutual information as
the selection criteria. However, they model the mutual information
between rows and between columns in the matrix, and select entire
row or column separately. This would require us to instrument one
appliance in all homes, which is clearly infeasible in practice.
4.2 Evaluation Metric & Setup
Based on prior literature [7, 9], we evaluate the performance of
energy breakdown with root mean square error (RMSE) between
the predicted appliance energy and the ground-truth on the test set.
In month t , the ground-truth and estimated energy for appliance j
at home i are denoted as ei jt and eˆi jt . The RMSE of appliance j at
month t is given as,
RMSE(j, t ) =
√
1
M
∑
i
(ei jt − eˆi jt )2
whereM represents the total number of homes in the test set. For
month t , we use the Mean RMSE across appliances to measure a
model’s prediction accuracy:
Mean RMSE(t) =
∑
j RMSE(j, t)
N
where N represents the number of appliances. Lower Mean RMSE
indicates better energy breakdown performance.
We use 5-fold cross-validation across homes in all our exper-
iments. The last 20% of the train set in each fold is reserved for
validation purpose. For each baseline and our method, the optimal
parameters (e.g., rank of the tensor) are learned via an exhaustive
grid search on the validation set. We first fix α ti and α
t
j to 0.1. For
tensor decomposition, we vary the rank of the latent dimensions
from 1 to 4. With limited observations, the model could overfit,
especially in the first several rounds of optimization. Thus, a larger
regularization coefficient should be applied to avoid it. We choose
the λ values from {5000, 8000, 10000}. For the kernel function used
in our uncertainty integration, we vary the window size σ from {1,
3, 6, 12}.
4.3 Experiment Results
4.3.1 Quality of Energy Breakdown. In this experiment, we com-
pare the performance of ActSense and the baselines in monthly
error, which represents the instant energy breakdown performance.
We fixed the number of selections for each month as L = 5, so
that for at the end of each year of our evaluation, we will have
10.75% to 22.73% <home,appliance> pairs instrumented across the
selected four years. Figure 3 shows the quality of energy breakdown
in Austin, 2015. Mean RMSE across appliances for each month is
reported in Figure 3 (a). We can observe that our uncertainty based
selection performs favourably compared to the baselines. We also
plot the relative improvement compared to the random baseline
in each month in Figure 3 (b). We can observe that our approach
achieves the highest improvement compared to other baselines,
especially in June, where the improvement is up to 35.06%. To put
this improvement into context, June and other summer months typ-
ically have the highest energy usage, where the scope and potential
benefits of energy breakdown are also high.
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Figure 3: Our approachActSense gives the best energy break-
down performance across all months for the year 2015.
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Figure 4: Selection ratio of appliances, Austin, 2015.
We now discuss why some baselines failed to provide an accurate
energy breakdown. Random selection uniformly selects the <home,
appliance> pairs, ignoring the difference in their informativeness.
For example, microwave is a season independent appliance, whose
usage pattern should be simpler than season dependent appliances,
such as HVAC. As random selection treats all the appliances equally,
additional selections made on those well-learned appliances are
wasted, while the latent factors for appliances with complicated
usage patterns are not well modeled. Figure 4 shows the selection
ratio of appliances across different methods. All of them except
Random selected more on HVAC or furnace, which are more dif-
ficult to model as they are highly season dependent. While VBV
imposes the same tensor structure, it uses a different parameter
estimation procedure compared to the other methods. VBV gives
worse energy breakdown quality than other approaches due to
its poor performance in parameter estimation. VBV estimates the
Table 1: Relative improvement comparing to Random.
Maximum Improvement (%) Average Improvement (%)
QBC ActSense VBV QBC ActSense VBV
2014 12.30 29.71 -2.21 1.98 7.07 -76.85
2015 23.09 35.06 -2.07 5.58 11.88 -41.71
2016 22.94 29.84 -14.01 9.38 14.66 -62.97
2017 7.42 28.76 0.32 4.48 12.07 -40.82
distribution of each latent factor, including both mean and variance.
Its model complexity is higher, and thus it can easily overfit. From
its selections, we can find that it concentrated on HVAC and seldom
selected other appliances. Though HVAC needs more observations
to get a good estimation, VBV’s selection overfits to HVAC and
give worse energy performance for other appliances. Among the
baselines, QBC gives a reasonable energy breakdown quality. How-
ever, as discussed before, QBC will select the pairs which have the
highest variance among the committee members. This selection
strategy would perform well when data has a similar scale. But
in energy breakdown, the energy readings across appliances and
homes are heavily imbalanced (shown in Figure 2). The selection
is easily dominated by the appliances with high energy consump-
tion, such as HVAC and furnace as they definitely have a higher
variance than the “minor” appliances which in general consume
lower energy, in models’ predictions. Our uncertainty based active
selection strategy overcomes the problems discussed before. First, it
balances the selections among the appliances. Though most of the
selections are for HVAC and furnace, the other “minor” appliances
are not ignored. Every appliance has a chance to be selected and
modeled. Second, as we incorporate the temporal information into
our selection strategy, ActSense can foresee the change in future
and make up for the mistakes in the past. Intuitively, we should
have more observations from HVAC in summer to accommodate
its changing usage pattern. And the home and appliance pairs that
the current model is still uncertain about based on historical obser-
vation will be selected with high probability. Figure 4 shows that
our method selects most observations of HVAC in May, while QBC
selects most HVAC starting from June to September. This indicates
our model foresees the future change and prepares for the sensor
installation in advance. Therefore, its performance in summer is
much better than the other baselines. Moreover, our approach also
integrates the uncertainty from the previous months to make up for
the mistakes. We can see that after May, ActSense tends to select
more on the other appliances so that we can have a good model for
HVAC without sacrificing the performance of others.
Due to the space limit, we only report the results in other years
with the best and average relative improvement across months in
Table 1; and the detailed results are provided in our supplementary
material. We can observe ActSense gives encouraging improvement
over the baselines in general across these four years’ evaluation.
4.3.2 Budget size. As discussed before, sensor installation is expen-
sive, and the goal of active sensor deployment is to maximize the
energy breakdown accuracy while minimizing the cost of instru-
mentation. In this experiment, we want to explore how the budget
size affects the energy breakdown performance in each method. We
fix the hyper-parameters with the best set found in the grid search,
and only vary the number of <home, appliance> pairs selected in
Figure 5: Performance v.s., the number of selections in each
month, Austin, year 2015.
Table 2: Relative Improvement comparing to Random with
different uncertainty estimation.
Uncertainty Estimation Maximum Mean
Current 34.38% 11.48%
Current + Future 34.89% 11.82%
History + Current + Future 35.06% 11.88%
each month from 1 to 20. With such a setting, the total number of
sensors installed during one year will vary from 11 to 220. With
total 93 homes and 6 appliances in the dataset from Austin in the
year of 2015, this setting makes the installation ratio vary from
1.97% to 39.43%. We evaluate each method by its average energy
breakdown performance in one year by,
Year RMSE =
∑12
t=1Mean RMSE(t)
12
Figure 5 shows our approach gives consistently better performance
and faster convergence with an increasing size of the sensor instal-
lation budget. For a more practical comparison, with a fixed target
of energy breakdown, say setting Year RMSE to 50, shown in the
figure, our approach only needs 3 new observations per month,
while QBC needs 8 and Random needs 10 new observations. This
clearly demonstrates our solution’s advantage in minimizing the
cost of sensor deployment for improving energy breakdown quality.
4.3.3 Temporal information. In this section, we analyze the contri-
bution of the temporal information incorporated into our selection
strategy. In the experiment, we compare our proposed method with
different uncertainty estimations: 1) Current: selects pairs based
on the uncertainty on current month only; 2) Current + Future:
combines the current uncertainty and the future uncertainty; 3) His-
tory + Current + Future: integrates these three types of uncertainty
estimation as in our Algorithm 1.
The results in Table 2 show the best and average relative improve-
ment of different uncertainty estimation techniques over Random
across months. It can be seen that both future and historical esti-
mated uncertainty improve the energy breakdown performance
relative to Random. Furthermore, we can observe that the major
contribution comes from future projection. Figure 6 shows the se-
lection ratio of appliances with different uncertainty estimation
methods. We can notice, 1) with future projection, our approach
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Figure 6: Selection ratio of appliances for different uncer-
tainty measurement.
can prepare for future changes in advance, for example, it tends
to query more observations of HVAC in April and May; 2) with
historical uncertainty, the model better balances between the major
and minor appliances. With historical information, the algorithm
can detect mistakes made earlier, and query more to make up for
the same. For example, compared to the other two uncertainty mea-
surements, the model with historical uncertainty tends to select
more washing machine and HVAC at the end of year, instead of only
focusing on furnace. The results in Table 2 indicates this knowledge
retrospect helps for better energy breakdown performance.
5 DISCUSSIONS
In addition to the promising empirical and theoretical results ob-
tained by our proposed solution, there are a few limitations of our
current work which we plan to address in the future.
•Heterogeneous cost: In our current setting, we assume that the
cost of instrumenting different appliances are the same. However,
in practice, the costs may vary due to different difficulty of instru-
mentation and the labor cost. The key of solving the problem is to
balance the uncertainty reduction and the cost of sensor installa-
tion during the active deployment. Therefore, the selection strategy
should also take the heterogeneous costs into consideration, e.g.,
solving a budget constrained optimization problem.
• Dynamic installation under budget constraints: Our cur-
rent setting assumes the number of sensors installed in each month
is fixed, denoted with L in the paper. However, another practical
setting for sensor deployment is to consider a fixed total number of
sensors. This introduces another question - how to distribute sen-
sor deployment across months? As discussed earlier, the appliance
energy consumption is highly related with season. This indicates
that the complexity of usage patterns across months is different.
Thus, in order to get a good estimation of energy breakdown, the
number of observations required for each month should be differ-
ent. Similar to the way we leveraged temporal information in our
current method, we can estimate the distribution of uncertainties
in future months, and dynamically change the number of sensor
installation in each month according to the total budget constraint.
•Transferable active learning: Our current approach onlyworks
for a single region. We assume that within one region, the struc-
ture across homes is similar due to the common design and season
pattern. However, the available energy data across geo-regions is
imbalanced. It is hard to generate a good energy breakdown model
for a region with limited available data. We can model homoge-
neous or region-independent factors about the appliances, and the
similarity of homes from source region and target region to actively
install sensors for the target region.
6 CONCLUSION
Active collaborative sensing for sensor deployment aims to balance
the performance of energy breakdown and the cost of instrumen-
tation. The main challenge is to select the most representative or
informative observations for the non-instrumented homes. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first work addressing the active
sensing problem in energy breakdown. In our work, we quantify
the uncertainty in the parameter estimation process for query selec-
tion. We also integrate temporal information to retrospect history
and foresee future. Our theoretical analysis and empirical evalua-
tion prove that our approach performs favourably compared to the
state-of-the-art. We believe that our method has the potential to
create a paradigm shift in sensor deployments and generate positive
contribution to global energy saving.
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SUPPLEMENTARY
In this supplementary document, we provide detailed proofs for
Lemma 3.1 in our paper. We use the same notation as those in the
paper.
Proof of Lemma 3.1
By taking the gradient of the objective function defined in Eq
(1) with respect to (hˆti , aˆtj , sˆtk ), and applying our model assumption
that ei jk =< hi , aj , sk > +ηi jk where ηi jk ∼ N(0, σ 2) , we have,
Ati (hˆti − h∗i ) =
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
(aˆtj ◦ sˆtk )
((a∗j ◦ s∗k − aˆtj ◦ sˆtk )⊤h∗i )
+
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
ηi jk (aˆtj ◦ sˆtk ) − λ1h∗i
Therefore, we can bound the function norm of the difference
between hˆti and h
∗
i by,
| |hˆti − hi | |Ati =| |A
t
i (hˆti − h∗i )| |(Ati )−1
=| |
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
(aˆtj ◦ sˆtk )((a∗j ◦ s∗k − aˆtj ◦ sˆtk )⊤h∗i )
+
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
ηi jk (aˆtj ◦ sˆtk ) − λ1h∗i | |(Ati )−1
≤PQR√
λ1
∑
(i, j,k )∈Ωt
| |a∗j ◦ s∗k − aˆtj ◦ sˆtk | |2
+ | |
∑
(i, j,t )∈Ωt
ηi jk (aˆtj ◦ sˆtk )| |(Ati )−1 +
√
λ1P
where the second term on the right-hand side of the inequality
can be bounded by the property of self-normalized vector-valued
martingales [1] as hˆti , aˆ
t
j , and sˆ
t
k have a finite L2 norm and ηi jk has
a finite variance.
For the first term, if the regularization parameter λ1 is sufficiently
large, the Hessian matrix of Eq (1) is positive definite based on the
property of alternating least square [40]. The estimation of hˆti , aˆ
t
j ,
and sˆtk is thus q-linear convergent with respect to the optimizer,
which indicates that for every ϵ1 > 0, ϵ2 > 0, ϵ3 > 0, we have
| |hˆti − h∗i | |2 ≤ (q1 + ϵ1)| |hˆt−1i − h∗i | |2 (10)
| |aˆtj − a∗j | |2 ≤ (q2 + ϵ2)| |aˆt−1j − a∗j | |2 (11)
| |sˆtk − s∗k | |2 ≤ (q3 + ϵ3)| |sˆt−1k − s∗k | |2 (12)
where 0 < q1 < 1, 0 < q2 < 1, 0 < q3 < 1. And for the element-wise
product of two vectors, it is easy to get the conclusion that
| |a∗j ◦ s∗k − aˆtj ◦ sˆtk | |2 ≤ R | |aˆtj − a∗j | |2 +Q | |sˆtk − s∗k | |2
Therefore, we can conclude that for any δ > 0, with probability
at least 1 − δ ,
| |hˆti −h∗i | |Ati ≤
√
r ln λ1r + |Ωt |Q
2R2
λ1 · r · δ +
√
λ1P +
2PQ2R2√
λ1
(G2 +G3)
where
G2 =
f2(1 − f |Ωt |2 )
1 − f2 ,G3 =
f3(1 − f |Ωt |3 )
1 − f3
f 2 = q2 + ϵ2 , f 3 = q3 + ϵ3
The same proof techniques apply to the proof of | |aˆtj − a∗j | |Ctj and
| |sˆtk − s∗k | |Etk .
Proof of Eq (9)
First, we give a detailed derivation of Eq (8). At month t , with
the property of q-linear convergence (i.e., Eq (11) and Eq (12)), and
the L2 norm constraint on the latent factors, the error between the
model’s estimation and ground-truth is bounded by:
|eˆi jk − ei jk |
=| < hˆti , aˆtj , sˆtk > − < h∗i , a∗j , s∗k > |
≤| |aˆtj ◦ sˆtk | |(Ati )−1 | |hˆ
t
i − h∗i | |Ati + | |hˆ
t
i ◦ sˆtk | |(Cˆtj )−1 | |aˆ
t
j − a∗j | |Cˆtj
+ | |hˆti ◦ sˆtk | |2 | |a∗j − aˆtj | |2 + | |aˆtj ◦ sˆtk − a∗j ◦ s∗k | |2 | |h∗i | |2
≤||aˆtj ◦ sˆtk | |(Ati )−1 | |hˆ
t
i − h∗i | |Ati + | |hˆ
t
i ◦ sˆtk | |(Cˆtj )−1 | |aˆ
t
j − a∗j | |Cˆtj
+ 4PQR(q2 + ϵ2)t+1 + 2PQR(q3 + ϵ3)t+1
With the upper bound of error, it is easy to verify that prediction
error based on the selection made by ActSense is bounded by:
EA(t + 1) =|eAxa,ya,t+1 − e∗xa,ya,t+1 | + |eAxo,yo,t+1 − e∗xo,yo,t+1 |
≤α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(At+1xa )−1 + α
t+1
ya | |hˆt+1xa ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(Ct+1yo )−1
+ α t+1xo | |aˆt+1yo ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(At+1xo )−1 + α
t+1
yo | |hˆt+1xo ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(Ct+1yo )−1
+ 8PQR(q2 + ϵ2)t+2 + 4PQR(q3 + ϵ3)t+2
(13)
The last two terms in the upper bound can be treated as constant,
and it is the same for different selections. Thus, the major difference
comes from the first four terms.
As discussed in the paper, we assume that the season factors
change smoothly between months. Thus, we assume that for two
adjacent months, the difference between two corresponding factors
satisfies:
| |sˆtk − sˆtk+1 | |2 ≤ ||u | |2 = γ
Thus, the first term of the upper bound can be rewritten as:
α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆt+1t+1 | |(At+1xa )−1
=α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ (sˆt+1t + u)| |(At+1xa )−1
≤α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆt+1t | |(At+1xa )−1 +
Qγ√
λ1
≤α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ (sˆt+1t − sˆtt )| |(At+1xa )−1 + α
t+1
xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1
Qγ√
λ1
≤α t+1xa | |aˆt+1ya ◦ sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1 +C1
≤α t+1xa | |(aˆt+1ya − aˆtya ) ◦ sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1 + α
t+1
xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1 +C1
≤α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |(At+1xa )−1 +C2 (14)
where C1 = Qγ√λ1 +
4α t+1xa QR(q3+ϵ3)t+2√
λ1
, C2 = C1 +
4α t+1xa QR(q2+ϵ2)t+2√
λ1
.
The first inequality is based on the property of element-wise
product and the L2 norm constraint. The second and the forth
inequalities are based on Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The third and
fifth inequalities hold because of the q-linear convergence property
in Eq (12) and Eq (11).
With ActSense, <xa , ya> is selected and its reading in month
t + 1 is used to update the latent factors. Then, according to the
update procedure of the parameter defined in Section 3, and the
definition of matrix norm, we can rewrite the square of the first
term in Eq (14) as:
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(At+1xa )−1
=α t+1xa (aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )⊤(At+1xa )−1(aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )
=α t+1xa (aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )⊤(Atxa + (aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )(aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )⊤)−1(aˆtya ◦ sˆtt )
(15)
Since Atxa is a positive definite matrix, according to Sherman-
Morrison formula, Eq (15) can be derived as,
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(At+1xa )−1 =
α t+1xa | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(Atxa )−1
1 + | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |2(Atxa )−1
Similar derivation can be performed forα t+1ya | |hˆt+1xa ◦sˆt+1t+1 | |(Ct+1ya )−1 .
According to the update procedure of alternative least square,
in Eq (13), the third and the forth term will be the same as that in
month t . Based on Lemma 3.1, the difference between estimated
factor and the the optimal factor is upper bounded. Thus, we use
α1, α2 and α3 to represent the upper bound of the estimation errors
of each factor. Combining Eq (13), Eq (14) and Eq (15), at month
t + 1, the prediction error based on selection made by ActSenseis
bounded by,
EA(t + 1) ≤ α1M√
1 +M2
+
α2N√
1 + N 2
+ α1G + α2H +C
where
M = | |aˆtya ◦ sˆtt | |(Atxa )−1 ,N = | |hˆ
t
xa ◦ sˆtt | |(Ctya )−1
G = | |aˆtxo ◦ sˆtt | |(Atxo )−1 ,H = | |hˆ
t
yo ◦ sˆtt | |(Ctyo )−1
C = 8PQR(q2 + ϵ2)t+2 + 4PQR(q3 + ϵ3)t+2
+
1√
λ1
(Qγ + 4α1QR(q3 + ϵ3)t+2 + 4α2QR(q2 + ϵ2)t+2)
+
1√
λ2
(Pγ + 4α1PR(q3 + ϵ3)t+2 + 4α2PR(q1 + ϵ1)t+2)
Similarly, the prediction error of any other selection can be
bounded by,
EO (t + 1) ≤ α1G√
1 +G2
+
α2H√
1 + H2
+ α1M + α2N +C
According to the selection strategy defined in ActSense, at month
t , <xa , ya> is selected due to its highest uncertainty among all the
pairs, we have :
α1M + α2N ≥ α1G + α2H , withM ≥ G and N ≥ H
Then, it is easy to get that for δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability at least
1 − δ , the upper bound of the estimation error of ActSense satisfies:
UB(EA(t + 1)) ≤ UB(EO (t + 1))
Quality of Energy Breakdown
Belowwe report the comparison between ActSense and baselines
in the energy breakdown performance in datasets collected from
year 2014, 2016 and 2017.
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Figure 7: Mean RMSE performance, Austin, 2014.
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Figure 8: Mean RMSE performance, Austin, 2016.
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Figure 9: Mean RMSE performance, Austin, 2017.
